
Dear Jahn, 	 2/15/92 

Gerald Posner and wife,f his best:known book is "Fh3ngele,y")are in town nu' my help 

on a book they are writing. Until he gets here this morning and having caught up on all 

the rest of yesterday's maid), this response to your 1/12. 

There was a time when I did not save lot tern. But nod' I do for the historical records, 

which 1- avoid censoring, and because of a few personal reasons, like old and cherished 
fr 

friends. So I diitgree on some with your grandmother's view that they mean reliving the 

past. In addition, there are some past's worth recalling. I think for you, your father. 
-11 and I will never forget them. (She hardly knew your mother.) 

You forgot to enclose Katherine's fishing article. I'd like to read it and I'm glad 
you added a bit more about her family. Inuit you say of her daughters is reminiscent of 

her as a bright and beautiful girl with a fine imagination and a talexTfor sketching. 

aemember her imagined family and its adventures and experiences? I do, but not the name. 

I think it is a mistake to deraen what you describe as "baked potato" -writing. There 
are all kinds of writing and a wide variety of purposes and objectives. It is quite 
approptiate for some to be plain and straightforward.. lie:Ades, I like baked potagtes! 

(And if you've never tried a red one in the milicrove I urge that you do.) 

14.1 	copy the demigod letter about your father and I'll return it. 

Right now I'm for me snowed under with orders. I was not able to package those of 

the past two days because of the time I'm spending with the iosners and there will be some 

today. I'll try to get to :30110 of the packaging today. When I'm caught up 1(11 send you a 

set. If you have any, please let me knot4 so I can avoid duplication. If I hear nothing from 

you III s:iwae you have none. If some time pasees and you do not get them please remind me. 

lour comments and observation:3 about th 	assaseination based on what you suer in 

the Commission's publications were sharp, so much so for one as young as you your father 

actually suspected that I was pointing those things out to you. I remember that one of 

those conversations began in your bedroom. 

I'm pleased that you recall I "never talked down to lids." I never believed in that 

and have always tried to avoid it. ‘-'esides, when I was rather young I was the benficiary 
of the time older men took with me. Older people should talk comprehensibly lo kids but 
also should not expect more of them than :theyeiin justified. It does not require any 
deprecation to use a more limited vocabulta.y and not to expect too much from dis. 

all you heard about the "tramp" pictitres that first of all are not of trail= but 
of irrelevant winos, is false. Reject it all, including Harrelson. 

I'll be interested in seeing your reviews. :Jett to all, 
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